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Plants employ diverse responses to defend themselves against pathogens and herbivores.
Previously, we demonstrated that infection with Turnip mosaic virus, a member of one of the
largest families of plant-infecting viruses, increases vector attraction and reproduction on infected
hosts through changes in plant chemistry. These changes were due to the expression of a single
viral protein, NIa-Pro. Here, we show that NIa-Pro reversibly responds to the presence of the
aphid vector during infection, relocalizing from the nucleus to the vacuole. Importantly,
relocalization is required for NIa-Pro’s ability to increase aphid reproduction on host plants and
this phenomenon occurs for other potyviruses. Taken together, these results suggest that the
virus must somehow “recognize” the presence of the vector and respond actively, promoting
insect performance and transmission only when needed, a phenomenon that has not been
previously demonstrated for any animal or plant virus.

